In this study, we used the Particle Flow Code 2D (PFC2D) to simulate interaction of hydraulic fractures and natural fractures in low permeable hard rock. Natural fractures are simulated using the smooth joint model of PFC2D. We modified our fluid flow algorithm to model larger fracture permeability, and we investigated interactions of hydraulic fractures and natural fractures by varying the angle of approach and viscosity of the fracturing fluid. We also investigated seismic events evolving in a complex fracture network. The results demonstrate that our modelling tool is able to capture all possible interactions of hydraulic and natural fractures: Arrest, Crossing, Slippage of hydraulic fracture, Dilation of natural fracture, Closing/Opening of natural fracture. With low angle of approach, the hydraulic fracture coalesces with the natural fractures and results in hydro-shearing and propagation of hydro-wing fractures at the tips that are mostly Mode I type. We tested the model containing multiple natural fractures with varied fluid viscosity. Hydraulic fracture generated by high viscosity fluid tends to be localized, linear and less influenced by the natural fractures. In the complex network of natural fractures, fluid columns built along the fracture network increase the local state of stress by stress shadowing. Hydro-shearing of the natural fractures that were under increased stress state can be explained as the main mechanism responsible for occurrence of larger magnitude microseismic events.
Introduction
Geothermal energy stored in the deep subsurface especially in low permeable and hard crystalline rock mass can be accessed by enlarging the surface area where the injected fluid makes contacts to rock mass containing geothermal heat and by increasing the flow rates of the injected fluid through natural pre-existing fracture. These two concepts contribute in the oil and gas industry and enhanced geothermal system to improve the productivity of the hydrocarbon and the geothermal heat energy, respectively.
One of the key factors in successful creation of an efficient subsurface heat exchanger is to predict the propagation of hydraulic fractures (HF) and their interaction with natural pre-existing fractures (NF). There are a number of numerical codes that can simulate interactions of HF and NF, e.g. UDEC [1] . However, not many of these codes are able to simulate the dynamic processes involved in the HF-NF interaction, i.e. evolution of seismicity in HF-NF interactions.
In this paper, we present a series of numerical modellings of HF propagation and their interactions with NF in low permeable and brittle hard rock. We focus on the dynamic mechanisms of HF-NF interaction and see how the seismicity evolves spatially and temporally when HFs and NFs interact.
We use the Particle Flow Code 2D [2] where we implemented fluid flow and seismicity computing algorithms [3] . Compared to several previous modelling studies of ours [3] [4] [5] [6] , we have further developed the fluid flow algorithm so that the natural pre-existing fractures, that are represented by a collection of smooth joint contacts of PFC2D [7] , have a higher permeability compared to those contacts in the intact rock part. This also means that the pre-existing fractures have a certain level of capacity for storing fluid.
HF-NF interactions
Chuprakov et al. [8] summarized possible HF-NF interactions as shown in Fig. 1 . A HF is created from the fluid injection borehole and propagates through the intack rock. After making contact with the NF, the HF can either be arrested by the NF (Fig. 1a , Arrest) or continue propagation across the NF (Fig. 1b, Crossing) . In case of being arrested due to a shallow angle of approach, the HF may slip (Fig. 1c , HF slippage) and the NF dilates (Fig. 1c , NF dilation). In case of a steep angle of approach where the HF crosses the NF, the NF may either stay closed (Fig. 1d , NF staying closed) or dilate (Fig. 1e, NF opening) . These five possible interaction scenarios are to be tested in this numerical modelling study and we try to seek if there is another unknown mechanism, in particular in terms of dynamics, involved in the HF-NF interactions. 
Model description
We set up four models for testing the HF-NF interactions. The models are 4 m x 4 m in size and contain an injection boreholeat the centre with a diameter of 0.05 m. The first two models ( Fig. 2a and 2b ) contain two fractures with half-lengths of 0.5 m and 30° (Fig. 2a) and 60° (Fig. 2b) inclination with respect to the maximum principal stress direction (horizontal 15 MPa). Fluid with viscosity of 1e-3 Pa·s is injected at the model centre with a rate of 1e-3 m 3 /s. The first two models are intended to show and compare the evolution of seismicity and fracture interaction depending on the angle of approach of the HF to the NF. The third model (Fig. 2c) contains two sets of fractures with the same length and 60° inclination on each side of the injection well. The fracture centres are placed offset from the borehole in order to simulate how the HF propagating from the borehole interacts first with the nearest NF and interacts further with the second set of NFs. In this model, the fluid viscosity is varied in two levels: 1e-3 Pa·s and 100e-3 Pa·s, to see the influence of the fluid viscosity on the fracture propagation pattern. The fourth model (Fig. 2d) contains a complex network of fracture sets. The key question studied in this model is how the fracture network behaves and how the seismicity cloud evolves with migration of the fluid. The rock model is pre-conditioned to have a permeability k of 1e-16 m 2 , simulating a low permeable rock block. The rock model is also pre-conditioned in terms of strength and deformation by assigning high tensile strength and cohesion to the particle contacts to represent a hard crystalline rock. The fractures are modelled using the smooth joint contact model of PFC which has been applied in modelling synthetic rock mass [7] . The properties of the fractures are synthetic but set similar to those taken from a crystalline rock mass at Forsmark (Sweden) where the construction of a final repository for spent nuclear fuel is planned [9] . We use the parallel-bond model for the rock matrix and the smooth joint model for the fractures. For the seismicity computation, we assign a high seismic quality factor Q of 200 and S-wave velocity of 3000 m/s to mimic an undisturbed granitic rock block. The seismic quality factor Q is set to 200 to simulate the attenuation characteristics of Lac du Bonnet granite [10] . Normal stiffness (GPa/m) NA 600
Shear stiffness (GPa/m) NA 50
Hydraulic aperture at zero σn, e0 (μm) 2.7 27
Hydraulic aperture at ∞ σn, e∞ (μm) 1 10
Coefficient of decay, α 0.1 0.05
In this study, we have further upgraded the hydro-mechanical coupled fluid flow algorithm by enabling the embedded fractures to behave differently from the rock matrix. This is done by assigning different relations of hydraulic aperture (e) and normal stress (σ n ). Figure 3 shows two curves of hydraulic aperture and normal stress relations applied to the particle contacts in the rock matrix (red) and in the fractures (blue). Hydraulic aperture at a particle contact in the rock matrix part under zero normal stress (e 0 ) is 3 μm and decreases with increasing normal stress and reaches 1 μm under high normal stress (e ∞ ). For the fractures, the hydraulic aperture at zero normal stress is 30 μm and reaches 10 μm at high normal stress. Initially, as the model is under stress, the hydraulic apertures both for the rock matrix and the fractures are lower than those e 0 . The coefficient α in the equation (Fig. 3 ) defines how the hydraulic aperture decreases with increasing normal stress. For the fracture, we assigned half of the value used for the rock matrix. This enables the fracture aperture to decrease relatively slower with increasing normal stress based on an assumption that the pre-existing fractures have asperities which prevent the fracture surfaces from being completely closed, therefore the fluid flowing through the fractures is less influenced by the normal stress. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of fluid pressure and induced seismic events in Model 1 (Fig. 2a) and Model 2 (Fig. 2b) . The results show that the orientation of the NFs with respect to the propagation direction of the HF has a significant influence on the seismic event evolution. In Model 1 where the angle of approach of the HF to the NF is approximately 30°, the HF coalesces with the NF and the injected fluid migrates into the NF and progressively leads to shear failure of the NF as the fluid flows through the NF. This is the mechanism of "hydro-shearing". After the NFs are fluid filled, additional fluid injected then increases the level of stress concentration at the tips of the NFs. Further injection then leads to Mode I opening fractures at the tips of the NFs which propagate in wingshape (Fig. 4c) , identical to what is commonly observed in laboratory experiments of wing-fracture propagation at the tips of an inclined fracture by external loading [11, 12] . We refer to the wing-shape fracture propagation simulated in Model 1 as "hydro-wing" fracture. The hydro-wing fracture on the right tip of the right NF propagates without being driven by the fluid pressure as observed in the left hydro-wing fracture. This indicates that the right hydro-wing fracture in Mode I is not induced by the fluid pressure but rather triggered by the fluid pressure. Also comparing the seismic events that are placed along the traces of the NFs which are mostly in Mode II (Fig. 4e) with those of the hydro-wing fractures that are mostly in Mode I (Fig. 4e) , it shows that the magnitudes of the seismic events along the hydro-wing fractures are slightly higher. This modeling result contradicts with what is commonly known, as Mode II shear failure tends to radiate larger seismic energy than Mode I tensile failure. Our results demonstrate that what is commonly known may not apply to hydraulically driven fracture propagation and interaction with natural fractures. In Model 2 where the angle of approach of the HF to the NF is approximately 60°, the HF reaches the NF but significantly less events are induced along the NF. The phenomenon observed in this model corresponds to HF arrest (Fig. 1a) and HF slippage and NF dilation (Fig. 1c) . 
Simulation results

Influence of angle of approach on HF-NF interaction (Models 1 & 2)
Influence of fluid viscosity on HF-NF interaction (Model 3)
The two figures in the top row in Fig. 5 show the pressure distribution of fluid with a viscosity of (a) 1e-3 Pa·s and (b) 100e-3 Pa·s. The injection volume for both low and high viscosity cases is the same. In low viscosity model the injected fluid mostly flows into the NF, then leaks off into the rock matrix. The fracture propagation pattern becomes more complex at the region near the tips of the NFs. The two figures in the bottom row show the distributions of seismic events that are colored according to the magnitudes. Compared to the model with high viscosity fluid showing linear cluster pattern, the low viscosity fluid induces more events with volumetric cluster that are placed along the NFs, between the NFs, and beyond the tips of the NFs. At later stage of the simulation, more events are induced at the two far tips of the NFs and progress towards the model boundary and finally split , where cubic granite specimens were hydraulically fractured by water and oil [13] and by supercritical and liquid CO 2 [14] . Their results showed the fracture patter induced by oil is planar with few branches, while water tends to generate thin and wavelike cracks with many secondary branches [13] . [14] . In the model with high viscosity fluid, the pattern of fracture propagation is less influenced by the NFs, and the seismic event clouds generated between the tips of the NFs are more linear with slightly lower magnitudes. In the model with low viscosity fluid, large number of seismic event is observed along the two outer NFs despite the fact that the injected fluid has less migrated into the NFs. Occurrence of those high magnitude events may have resulted from the "stress shadowing effect" [4, 15] , where the fluid columns built up at two near NFs provides additional stress to the major principal stress locally at the area between the two tips of the NFs. The figure also shows that there are many seismic events located beyond the fluid column along the far left NF. These events are induced by a very small amount of fluid pressure perturbation. We refer to these events as "triggered events".
Similarity can be found in one example, although on a significantly larger scale, where massive wastewater injection in US Oklahoma has induced a sharp increase in seismicity since 2008 and led to several damaging earthquakes, i.e. M5.7 (moment magnitude) earthquake near Prague, Oklahoma [16] . A hydrogeological modelling study by Keranen et al. [17] suggested that the pore pressure change modelled at each hypocenter indicates a critical threshold of ~0.07 MPa, above which earthquakes are triggered, which is compatible with prior observations that static stress changes of as little as ~0.01 to 0.1 MPa are sufficient to trigger earthquakes when faults are near failure in the ambient stress field. In the modelling presented here, it is also observed that there are seismic events induced in the area with fluid pressure lower than 0.1 MPa, mostly along the trace of the NF of which the state of the stress became more near-critical by additional stress increase, i.e. stress shadowing effect, provided by the fluid columns in the NFs. 
Evolution of seismicity in complex fracture networks (Model 4)
In this model, we investigate how the seismic events evolve in a complex network of fracture sets. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of (a) fluid pressure, (b) cracks (broken bonds), (c) seismic events color coded according to their moment magnitude and (d) stress drop. In the beginning, the HF created from the injection borehole propagates horizontally in the direction of the major principal stress. After the HF meets the NF, the injected fluid migrates into the NF network and flows mainly through the NF network. Fluid pressure distribution shown in Fig. 6a demonstrates that the fluid is mostly flowing through the NF network and then slowly leaks off to the rock matrix. Fluid flowing through the NF network then lowers the normal stress and leads to failure of the smooth joints of the NFs in Mode II as shown in Fig. 6b and indicated in magenta. The mechanism involved here is "hydroshearing". After the NF network failed extensively in Mode II, the blocks of intact rock then fail due to shearing of the NFs in the network. Failure of the intact rock block in Mode I is shown in Fig. 6b . These failures in Mode I are then computed as seismic events with relatively large magnitude as shown in red in Fig. 6c . An observation is made in the spatial relation between the fluid pressure (Fig. 6a) and the distribution of cracks (Fig. 6b ) and seismic events (Fig. 6c) . The crack/event clouds extend more than the area where the fluid pressure is larger than 0.1 MPa. This indicates that the cracks/events occurring beyond the fluid pressure front (defined as 0.1 MPa fluid pressure) is triggered rather than being induced by the fluid injection. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. First, the injected fluid flows mainly into the NF network (Fig. 6a) and builds up fluid columns. The fluid columns then result in stress shadowing effects and slip of NFs. Slip of NFs results in increase in the normal stress on the NFs due to the dilation angle (Table 1) . Therefore the state of stress on the NF increases and becomes more near-critical. At later times, fluid flows further through the NFs where the local stresses have increased and the NFs fail in Mode II, i.e. hydro-shearing. Due to the fact that the NFs fail under higher stress state, the amount of stress drop associated with hydro-shearing tends to be relatively large. Such large stress drop events are shown in Fig. 6d .
The observations made in this model may provide us with better understanding of how the fluid injection induced seismicity evolves in Enhanced Geothermal System (EGS) and how larger magnitude seismic events occur [18] , e.g. Basel [19, 20] , where the main mechanism for reservoir stimulation is hydro-shearing. 
Summary
In this modelling study, we used the Particle Flow Code 2D (PFC2D) to simulate interaction of hydraulic fractures and natural fractures in low permeable hard rock. Natural fractures are simulated using the smooth joint model of PFC2D. The fluid flow algorithm that has been applied to several past modelling studies by Yoon et al. was further developed by enabling the fracture network, represented by the smooth joint model, to behave differently from the rock matrix. This enabled the fracture network to have larger permeability. We performed a series of modelling cases to investigate possible interactions of hydraulic fractures and natural fractures by varying the angle of approach of the hydraulic fracture to the natural fractures and the fracturing fluid viscosity. The results demonstrate that the modelling tool is able to capture all possible interactions of hydraulic fracture and natural fractures that involve Arrest, Crossing, Slippage of hydraulic fracture, Dilation of natural fracture, Closing/Opening of natural fracture. Moreover, we used a seismicity computing algorithm to calculate the magnitude and seismic radiated energy from the simulated seismic events, which are the bond breaks. Simulations show that the hydraulic fracture propagating toward the natural fracture with low angle of approach coalesce and the fluid flows through the natural fractures and progressively results in hydro-shearing, and propagation of hydro-wing fractures at the tips that are mostly of Mode I type. With higher angle of approach, the hydraulic fracture is arrested by the natural fracture, and no fracture propagation further from the tips of the natural fractures were observed. We also tested the model containing multiple natural fractures with two different fluid viscosities. A hydraulic fracture generated by high viscosity fluid tends to be highly localized and less influenced by the natural fractures. However, hydraulic fractures generated by low viscosity fluid are highly influenced by the natural fracture network as fluid easily flows into it. Fluid-filled natural fractures then locally alter the stress field by stress shadowing which leads to a complex interaction between the natural fractures and the hydraulic fractures with relatively higher magnitude of induced seismic events. The evolution of seismic events in a complex network of natural fractures is simulated and the physical mechanisms involved in the development of relatively larger magnitude microseismic events are investigated. The simulation shows that the fluid flowing into and through the natural fracture network system results in an increase of local state of stress due to stress shadowing which is followed by hydro-shearing seismicity at a later stage. Applying the new fluid flow algorithm developed in this modelling study to a reservoir scale EGS is planned. We see the hydro-wing fracturing mechanism investigated in this study also as an efficient mechanism to operate in situ at reservoir scale for the permeability enhancement process in geothermal system.
